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09.00-09.30

Registration

Coffee/breakfast

09.30-09.45

Welcome

Jens Martin Andersen, Alflow Scandina-
via A/S

09.45-10.25

From API to WFI - Materials for mo-

dern pharmaceutical manufacturing

Dr. Torsten Köcher, Dockweiler AG

10.25-10.30

Short break

10.30-11.10

Materials of construction - product 

contact surfaces

Benedikt Henkel, HENKEL Beiz- und 
Elektropoliertechnik GmbH & Co. KG

11.10-11.25

Break

11.25-12.00

The best weld is no weld

Kees Meurs, Polysoude S.A.S.

12.00-13.00

Lunch

13.00-13.30

Welding demo

Kees Meurs, Polysoude S.A.S.

13.30-13.50

Materials and design

Michael Mortensen, NNE A/S

13.50-14.00

Break

14.00-14.45

The importance of high-quality con-

struction activities

Chris van Offenwert, Johnson & John-
son Belgium

14.45-15.15

End of seminar

15.15-16.00

Sandwich

Program

How to solve design issues in modern pharmaceutical production!

 

Practical information

What does it cost?

It’s free - just remember to book 

your seat at the seminar so we know 

how many participants to expect.

There are limited seats, and regi-

stration takes place according to the 

”first come first served” principle, so 

be sure to get your seat by booking 

it already now.

When?

On October 5 at 9.00-16.00

Where?

Scandic Hotel Hvidovre

Kettevej 4

2650 Hvidovre

How do I sign up?

You can sign up for the seminar by 

calling or writing to Suna at:

7696 2064 eller sk@alflow.dk

In cooperation with Dockweiler and Polysoude, Alflow and Hall & 
Co. Industri invite you to a seminar on stainless steel.

At the seminar, you will learn about stainless steel and its properti-
es as well as surface treatment and stainless-steel welding.

Here are some of the questions that will be answered:

• How can the hygienic and mechanical properties of tube sy-
stems be ensured?

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of stainless ste-
el?

• How can the operating behaviour be determined by the surfa-
ce finish of the stainless steel?

• How can contamination and corrosion of welded surfaces be 
avoided?

We hope to see you for an exciting and educational day!

Yours sincerely

Alflow Scandinavia A/S
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From API to WFI - Materials for modern pharmaceutical manufacturing
Torsten Köcher, Dockweiler AG

Materials of construction - product contact surfaces
Benedikt Henkel, HENKEL Beiz- und Elektropoliertechnik GmbH & Co. KG

Materials and design
Michel Mortensen, NNE A/S

The importance of high-quality construction activities
Chris van Offenwert, Johnson & Johnson Belgium

The best weld is no weld
Kees Meurs, Polysoude S.A.S.

Benedikt Henkel is a graduated 
engineer in material science 
and welding technology from 
the Technical University of 
Vienna. He has been working 
with surface technology and 
surface treatment of stainless 
steel since 1998.

Benedikt Henkel will talk about stainless steel grades and sur-
face treatment methods as well as surface characteristics, and 
he will demonstrate that the later operationg behaviour will be 
decisively determined - beside the stainless steel material grade 
itself - by the stainless steel surface finish.

Contamination and corrosion are phenomenon’s to be avoided, 
and welding can be a risk within the manufacturing process 
from pharmaceutical systems. 

The title “the best weld is no weld” sounds as a provocation, 
but makes you understand that Polysoude tries to avoid conta-
mination and corrosion when orbital welding can’t be avoided.

Kees Meurs is an export sales 
manager and welding engineer 
at Polysoude where he has 
been working with TIG orbital 
welding, mechanized TIG & 
Plasma welding, TIG Hot wire 
and TIGer weld overlay soluti-
ons since 1988.

Corrosive media in biotechnological processes of pharmaceuti-
cal drug production introduce a change in processes and ma-
terial choice. Within the scope of current projects it is described 
how the hygienic and mechanical properties of tube systems 
are ensured. Specifically, the processing of 316L and AL6XN for 
fermentation systems. How can the materials be processed? 
What are the advantages and disadvantages?

Torsten Köcher holds a PhD in 
Physical Chemistry specializing 
in atmospheric chemistry and 
CVD processes/combustion. 
As sales manager at Dockwei-
ler AG since 2009, he is in 
charge of sales of high-quality 
stainless-steel pipe systems.

Chris van Offenwert will talk about how poor construction can 
influence the time to market new pharmaceutical products as 
well as commissioning and qualification, underlining the link 
between the patient and the focus of the pharmaceutical indu-
stry including the different suppliers. 

Chris van Offenwert is an 
engineer at Johnson & Johnson 
Belgium where he has accumu-
lated more than 30 years’ 
experience during the design, 
construction, qualification, 
validation and operation of pro-
cess manufacturing systems.

Michael Mortensen will talk about how NNE approach types 
of materials or changes in design. A short presentation of 
obstacles and unwanted material/surface conditions in GMP 
facilities. How do NNE look at these objectives and what can 
they benefit from changing to higher grade materials or optimi-
ze design for bulk fitting, component and equipment?

Michael Mortensen is a specia-
list in mechanical engineering 
related to the pharmaceutical 
and biotech industry since 
1997 - working as a subject 
matter expert on systems 
design, materials and standar-
dizations.


